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Sentiment Analysis (SA) is the computational study of people’s
opinions, attitudes and emotions towards an entity. The entity
can be individuals, events or topics. These topics most are to be
covered by reviews. Sentiment Analysis is known as Opinion
Mining (OM). However, some researchers stated that sentiment
analysis and opinion mining have a little difference. Sentiment
Analysis includes many tasks few are sentiment extraction,
sentiment
classification,
subjectivity
classification,
summarization of opinions or opinion spam detection, among
others. It focusses to analyse people's sentiments, attitudes,
opinions emotions, etc. towards various things such as,
products, individuals, topics, organizations, and services.
Sentiment Analysis identifies the sentiment expressed in a text
then analyzes it while opinion mining extracts and analyzes
people’s opinion about an entity. Hence, the aim of sentiment
analysis is to find opinions, recognize the sentiments
expression, and then classify their polarity.

Abstract
Sentiment analysis is a process that automates mining of
attitudes, opinions, views and emotions from text, speech,
tweets and database sources. The sentiment trend analysis is a
significant research component of the social media big data. It
attracts many researches which could support many real-world
applications. Most of the traditional methods are mainly uses
the standard emotion thesaurus, supervised learning and
statistical methods. These methods are not scalable to the social
media big data. So, the evolutionary based methods are
necessary for this type of unknown search space problems.
Therefore, proposed a grey wolf-based sentiment trend analysis
method which is specifically for the social web big data
sentiment trend analysis problem. In this work, a new technique
based on optimization is introduced for sentiment trend
analysis (i.e.) Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) algorithm is
used in the area of sentiment analysis. Social web data are
collected in the form of Resource Description Framework
(RDF) triples, and then GWO algorithm is used to digitize the
collective RDF triples. User’s sentiment scores are calculated
for the computed positions of wolves concerning the sentiment
words with Opinion Lexicon. Based on the wolf best positions
sentiment scores are computed to analyze the trends of the
user’s sentiments. At the end, sentiment trend of the online user
is analyzed by time. Experimental results carried on real-world
Airbnb datasets and demonstrate the excellent performance of
the proposed grey wolf-based sentiment trend analysis method
on the sentiment trend analysis.

Sentiment Analysis is an application of data mining that
extracts and analyzes the unstructured data automatically.
Sentiment Analysis is a Natural Language Processing (NLP)
technique that automatically extracts the unstructured data in
proper context and classify these into different categories like
positive, negative, neutral etc. The unstructured data are the
kind of the opinion, sentiments, attitude, emotions, views etc.
Opinion Extraction and Sentiment classification are the major
tasks of sentimental analysis. Opinion Extraction is extracting
the opinionated phrases, in proper context, from free text and
Sentiment classification is classifying opinionated phrases
based on sentiment orientation. Machine learning based
techniques and lexicon-based techniques are the two techniques
involved in Sentimental analysis. In sentiment classification
Various machine learning algorithms are used. Supervised and
unsupervised learning algorithm are the two types of machine
learning algorithm. In Lexicon based techniques, sentiment
words in sentiment dictionary that sentiment words are used for
sentiment classification.

Keywords: Sentiment Trend Analysis, Opinion Mining, Grey
Wolf Optimization, Semantic Mining, Unknown Search Space
Problems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

People opinion is most significant for many decision-making
processes. Few years before, people asked opinion to their
friends and family; consumer asked opinion to other consumers
who already purchased or used the product or service. An
organization made decisions based on the opinions of the
consumers by conducting surveys, focusing groups or opinion
polls. But now, Due to increased number of usages in social
media, gathering information or opinion is so easy. Large
numbers of opinion available on the web. From the past two
decades the field has grown rapidly to become one of the most
active research areas in NLP. NLP is researched in data mining,
Web mining, and information retrieval.

Compared to the conventional sentiment analysis, a sentiment
trend analysis includes a continuous sentiment analysis that
combines many discrete, analyzed sentiments, and other
additional information. The sentiment trend analysis provides
much more valuable information, since it gives a trend of
sentiments, as well as the sentiments of each day. In addition,
the sentiment trend analysis has the ability to provide latent
information by inferences of sentiments between two different
times, while the conventional sentiment analysis approaches do
not. Hence a hybrid sentiment trend analysis method is
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proposed, by using a nature-inspired optimization algorithm,
and a well-defined, online lexical resource.

applications. Aim of this survey is to give full image of SA
(Sentiment Analysis) techniques. Sahayak et al (2015)
discussed about a paradigm to extract the sentiment from a
famous micro blogging service, Twitter, where users post their
opinions for everything. They have also discussed about the
sentiment analysis with the Machine learning algorithms. In
this work machine learning algorithms were used to classify the
sentiment tweets in the twitter. Tree kernel and Parts of Speech
were used in this research work.

This work suggests a new technique for sentiment trend
analysis using Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) algorithm.
Here, Facebook portal data is used for analyzing. Initially,
‘feeling’ tag properties on each user’s Facebook wall are
collected, and then represented them in the form of Resource
Description Framework (RDF) triples. GWO algorithm is used
to extract the trend of each user’s sentiments from the
accumulated social web data. By using the leadership hierarchy
such as position of wolves in the GWO algorithm, we can
quickly consider both the past and current sentiments of each
user. Next, we apply two sentiment scores such as positive and
negative scores supported by opinion lexicon to the collected
triples, and calculate a total sentiment score, based on updated
positions new score values are calculated with respect to each
word. Based on the computed total sentiment scores
considering both past and current sentiments, we are able to
analyze the user’s sentiment trend. Finally, experiments are
conducted to evaluate the proposed method. Experimental
results show that this technique is effectively analyzes the
user’s sentiment trend.

Suchdev et al (2014) analysed people’s sentiments in their
tweets and it makes the companies to bring up profits in their
products by increasing the quality and the recommendation
given by the customer’s tweets. Positive and negative tweets
were noted and further things were proceed according to that
records. In this paper they have discussed about the sentiment
summarization system which takes the documents that have to
be analysed as input, and generates a detailed document
summarizing the opinions in the input documents.
Sentiment analysis with Hadoop was done by Ingle et al (2015).
They proposed that analysis of the sentiments of Twitter users
through their tweets in order to extract what they think using
Hadoop which will process large amount of data and clustering
is done faster in Hadoop. Contextual polarity of text can be
determined by sentiment analysis. In this process, they have
made the twitter data in the form of clusters with the help of
Hadoop. Li et al (2010) mainly focuses on the document level
sentiment classification. In his work, he added sentiment
classification is to classify a text according to the sentimental
polarities it contains in it. Favourable or unfavourable is the
best example for it. Sentiment classification achieved state-ofart performance. Word level, phrase level, sentence level and
document level were the four different levels in which
sentiment classification was performed. Term-counting
approaches (lexicon-based) and machine learning approaches
(corpus-based) were the two kinds of document level in the
sentiment classification.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 represents related
research of this work. Section 3 describes the proposed
algorithm for sentiment analysis. Section 4 explains the
simulation results and Section 5 concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
In the past decade of years, various soft computing metaheuristic algorithms have been applied in the field of sentiment
analysis. Gohil et al (2018) has proposed sentiment analysis of
Health Care. Tools available for sentiment analysis of twitter
health care research are analyzed by reviewing existing studies,
then method would work best was determined. Kwon et al
(2017) have introduced sentiment trend analysis in social web
environments. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithms and
SentiWordNet were used for sentimental analyzing. Here, user
generated social data was collected in the form of RDF
(Resource Description Framework) triples, and then ACO
algorithm was used to digitize the amassed RDF triples.
Pheromone values were computed to extract trends of the user’s
sentiments by the use of ACO algorithm equations. User’s
overall sentiment score were calculated with the computed
pheromone values and sentiment scores obtained from
SentiWordNet. At last the trend of user’s sentiments was
analyzed by time.

Zhang et al (2013) work proposed that directly at the user
sentiment state of twitter, the unique medium, and applies set
pair analysis method for trend analysis. They started with set
pair contact degree, then based on set pair affective computing
model to make comparison with the size relationship of same
degree, difference degree, opposition degree of the emotion, to
design the user sentiment trend analysis model. Secondly, they
analysed the sentiment among the owners. One user's sentiment
orientation threshold as prerequisite for user behaviour
prediction was also analysed.
This research gave better results. Guha et al (2016) has
proposed a weakly supervised approach (named, TweetGrep)
lets the data analyst easily define a topic by few keywords and
adapt a generic sentiment classifier to the topic – by jointly
modelling topics and Sentiment Analysis of Topical Tweets.
Madhoushi et al (2015) has surveyed Sentiment analysis
techniques in recent works. Rejanimol et al (2017) has
introduced SA of Movie Reviews Based on Twitter Data.
Collomb et al (2014) has studied and compared sentiment
analysis methods for reputation evaluation.

Kotelnikov and Pletneva (2016) have introduced text sentiment
classification based on a genetic algorithm and word and
document co-clustering. Here a positive and negative sentiment
expressed in the text was automatically recognized. Krishna et
al (2013) has introduced polarity trend analysis of public
sentiment on youtube. In this paper sentiment analysis of the
YouTube comments related to popular topics were performed
using machine learning techniques. Korkontzelos et al (2016)
has analyzed the effect of sentiment analysis on extracting
adverse drug reactions from tweets and forum posts. Medhat et
al (2014) has surveyed sentiment analysis algorithms and

Nielsen (2011) has proposed a new evaluation of a word list for
sentiment analysis in microblogs. Rosenthal et al (2017) has
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web data. Grey wolf optimizer is a new meta heuristic inspired
by grey wolves, it is based on leadership hierarchy and the
hunting mechanism of the grey wolves. The leadership
hierarchy is proposed based on four types of wolves’ like alpha,
beta, delta and omega. First step in the sentiment analysis is to
collect the user generated data from the social web and convert
the social data into RDF format (subject, predicate, object).
Second step is to set the grey wolf to initial value w (0) and
Compute the updated grey wolves’ positions for each sentiment
word. Third step is to combine overall grey wolves position and
compute overall sentiment score S by date. Last step is the
visualize and personalize sentiment trend.

continued SemEval task 4: Sentiment analysis in Twitter. Fang
and Zhan (2015) have introduced sentiment analysis using
product review data. Aim of this work was to tackle the
problem of sentiment polarity categorization i.e. the
fundamental problems of sentiment analysis. Santos and Gatti
(2014) have introduced deep convolutional neural networks for
sentiment analysis of short texts. Hasan et al (2018) has
proposed machine learning-based sentiment analysis for twitter
accounts.
Mirjalili et al (2014) have introduced Grey wolf optimizer
which was inspired by grey wolves. This algorithm is based on
the leadership hierarchy and hunting mechanism of grey
wolves in nature. Four types of grey wolves were used such as
alpha, beta, delta, and omega. Also, the hunting was described
by separating that process into three categories. Precup et al
(2017) has introduced an easily understandable grey wolf
optimizer and its application to fuzzy controller tuning. Yassien
et al (2017) has applied GWO to the 0/1 Knapsack Problem.
The knapsack problem in networks is investigated in this paper.
To find the best solution new algorithm is introduced that
maximizes the total carried value without exceeding a known
capacity using Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) and K-means
clustering algorithms.

A. Grey Wolf Optimization
Grey wolf optimization is a swarm intelligent technique, which
mimics the leadership hierarchy of wolves are well known for
their group hunting. Mirjalili et al put forwarded the GWO
technique. Grey wolf belongs to Canidae family and they exist
as a social unit called a pack. Grey wolves are categorized into
four types based on hierarchy. They are alpha, beta, omega and
delta. The alpha (α) is an oldest member and leader of the pack.
It is mainly responsible for decision making. The orders of the
dominant wolf should be followed by the pack. The Betas (β)
are subordinate wolves which help the alpha in decision
making. An advisor of alpha and discipliner for the pack is the
beta. The lower ranking grey wolf is Omega (Ω) which has to
submit all other dominant wolves. If a wolf is neither an alpha
or beta nor omega, is called delta. Delta (δ) wolves dominate
omega and reports to alpha and beta. In GWO algorithm, �, �
and �. Guides the hunting process. The � solutions follow
these three wolves. During hunting, the grey wolves encircle
prey. Mirjalili et al (2014) work is considered for clustering
with challenging problems. The mathematical model of the
encircling behaviour is given below.

The literature study shows that there are various algorithms
applied for sentiment trend analysis, many of them based on
search behaviours and hunting. But there is no swarm
intelligence approach is applied for sentiment trend analysis
that mimicking the leadership hierarchy of grey wolves, well
known for their pack hunting. Based on this motivation Grey
wolf algorithm proposed by Mirjalili et al (2014) is applied for
sentiment trend analysis which is inspired by the grey wolf’s
leadership hierarchy and find out its capabilities in solving
standard and real-life applications.

III.SENTIMENT TREND ANALYSIS
The mood of a person may vary from time to time and
environment. It reflects their daily day today life and also in the
social media. This research mainly focusses on the user’s
sentiment about an event in the social media whether their
comments and sentiment reflect the positive, neutral or
negative impact on the web. In this paper, grey wolf optimizer
is applied to analyse the impact of the user sentiments over the

𝐷 = |𝐶. 𝑋𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝐴. 𝑋(𝑡)|

(1)

𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝐴. 𝐷

(2)

Where ‘t’ is the current iteration, A and C are coefficient
vectors, A=2a.r1-a, C=2.r2 where components of a are linearly
decreased from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations and r1, r2
are random vectors between 0 and 1. Xp is the position vector
of the prey, and X refers to the position vector of a grey wolf.

Step 1: Initialize the grey wolf population Xi (i = 1, 2... n) and coefficients A, and C
Step 2: Calculate the fitness of each search agent
𝑋𝛼 =the best search agent
𝑋𝛽 =the second-best search agent
𝑋𝛿 =the third best search agent
Step 3: while (t < Max number of iterations)
For each search agent update the position of the current search agent.
Step 4: Update 𝛼, 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶, and Calculate the fitness value for all search
Step 5: Update 𝑋𝛼 , 𝑋𝛽, 𝑋𝛿 ,Grey
𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒
𝑡 = Optimization
𝑡 + 1;
Wolf
Algorithm
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𝑆 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑆𝐶𝑖
(5)
𝑛
∑
𝑆𝐶 = 𝑖=1(𝑃(𝑋𝑖 ) . (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑛𝑖 ))
(6)
where n is the number objects in O for a predicate P, SCi is a
sentiment score for object oi (oi ϵ O), Xi is a position value for
the RDF triple (user, Feeling, oi). P(Xi) is the position region
among the other wolves and sum of all P(Xi) always equal to 1.
(1 < i < n). P(Xi) measures how much each oi affects overall
sentiments. The terms pi, osi, and ni are positive, objective, and
negative scores of the object oi, respectively.
The value S approaches a positive value (or has a positive
direction), if the user feels better than before, and vice versa.
Note that we easily obtain the positive, objective, and negative
scores from opinion lexicon. Each score has a range [-1, 1], and
the sum of these three scores always equals 1. For example, the
word ‘happy’ has 0.875 positive, 0.125 objective, 0 negative
scores from Opinion Lexicon (Liu, 2012). In the proposed
method, we only use two sentiment scores, positive and
negative scores. The reason is that objective scores for the
words are likely to mean neutral sentiments, and thus they are
not helpful to decide each polarity of the words for sentiment
analysis.
5. Sentiment Trend Analysis
By performing linear regression analysis, the direction of the
user’s sentiment is positive, and he gradually gets better
feelings with time. Thus, we are aware of the user’s sentiment
trend, even though the user posts articles with various
sentiments (feelings). In addition, we can analyze the sentiment
trend of each user, without considering which emotional words
the user uses in the same situation. The following algorithm
updates the position values and overall sentiment scores, and
then performs the sentiment trend analysis in the social web.

Summarizing the search process starts with creating a random
population of grey wolves (candidate solutions) in the GWO
algorithm. Over the course of repeated procedures, probable
position of the prey is estimated by alpha, beta, and delta
wolves. Each candidate solution amends its distance from the
prey. The parameter a is diminished from 2 to 0 in order to
emphasize exploration and exploitation, respectively.
Candidate solutions changes its direction from the prey when
A > and converge towards the prey when A< 1. Finally, the
GWO algorithm is ended by the satisfying the convergence
criterion.
B. Proposed Grey Wolf Optimizer for Sentiment Trend
Analysis
This system consisting of four steps: (a) RDF triple-based data
collection, (b) Wolfs position updation using GWO algorithm,
(c) computation of overall sentiment score, and (d) sentiment
trend analysis.
1. RDF Data Collection and Representation
The social web data have many web attributes, few of them are
user’s personal information, their location and posted time,
images, videos, comments and sentiments. The collected web
data is represented using the RDF triples in the form of (s, r,
and o). where ‘s’ represents the subject, ‘r’ indicates predicate
and ‘o’ represents objects. Generally, in sentiment analysis
predicate words are user described context for example, about
the event (i.e) opinion or sentimental comments about the
event.
2. Opinion Lexicon
Opinion Lexicon (Liu, 2012) is a collection of positive and
negative English words used for sentiment analysis. An opinion
lexicon is a library of opinion words such as good, excellent,
poor, and bad which are used to indicate polarity. Around 6800
words were collected and tabulated and each word is compared
with other words in the table and each word is assigned a score
based on the comparative study.
3. Wolfs Position Updation using GWO Algorithm
To apply the best search agent position update mechanism to
the collected RDF triples, the following equations are used in
the method.
𝐷 = |𝐶. 𝑋𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝐴. 𝑋(𝑡)|
(3)
|𝑆𝑅𝑂|

𝑋(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑋𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝐴. 𝐷 ∗ ( |𝑆𝑅| )

Algorithm
Input: The collected RDF triples in the form of
(s, r, o)
Output: Overall sentiment scores (S) table by date
Method:
1: construct a m × n matrix;
2: for all (mi, nj) elements in the m × n matrix
3: if (jth emotion word is used in ith RDF triple)
4: mark ‘X’ on (mi, nj) element;
5: end if
6: end for
7: for all ith column
8: number successively from 1 to |oi|;
9: end for
10: update each Xi with the given a at mi;
11: extract a p × n sub-matrix from the m × n matrix;
12: compute overall sentiment scores S for each date;
13: generate overall sentiment scores values table by date;
14: visualize for sentiment and do trend analysis;

(4)

where X indicates the position vector of the wolves (i.e) user
posts and Xp is the position vector of the prey at time‘t’
iteration. |SR| is the number of triples whose subject s ϵ S and
predicate r ϵ R are the same, and |SRO| is the number of triples
whose subject s ϵ S and predicate r ϵ R and object o ϵ O are
the same. In this problem each search agent is a new RDF triple.
Each RDF triple impacts the wolf position, which exploits and
explore the user’s sentiments. Over the course of repeated
procedures the probable position of the prey is estimated by,
alpha, beta, and delta wolves.
4. Computation of Overall Sentiment Score
To compute each user’s overall sentiment score S, the
following equation is used.

In the algorithm, we use a two-dimensional matrix to mark
which emotion word is used in the post (lines 1-4), and compute
|SR| and |SRO| values for the given oi. Next, the algorithm
updates the position values Xi by using the proposed (3) and (4).
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To compute the overall sentiment scores by date, we then
extract a p x n sub-matrix, whose rows and columns consist of
p distinct dates and n distinct emotion words, respectively.
Then, we compute overall sentiment scores for each date,
referencing the obtained sentiment scores from opinion
lexicon, and generate an overall sentiment score table by date.
Finally, based on the generated S table, we are able to visualize
and perform personal sentiment trend analysis on the social
web.

were given by the customers in their feedback. By analyzing
this dataset one can understand the tourism information about
those cities. Out of the available data sets in the data base, the
data set of the city Northern Rivers of New South Wales,
Australia is taken for analysis.
In this data set detailed listings, detailed calendar listings,
detailed reviewed data of the listings, summary of
information(over the period of time is taken) and metrics for
the listings, summary review data and listing id which is used
for time-based analysis of the city Northern Rivers is available
for analysis. Out of those single user’s comments are taken for
analysis. Data for the past three years starting from 2015 is
taken for proving the experimental result. User sample data is
given in the following screen shot in figure 1 .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The data set from the AIRBNB is taken for analysis [31]. In
this data set information about various cities around the world

Fig 1 Sample Data Set from AIR BNB
Sentiment analysis from the user’s review decides the no
customer’s visit to the city for tourism. If the user feedback is
positive during a particular period then no of visitors is
increased to a considerable amount for tourism or business to
the city Northern Rivers of New South Wales similarly and vice
versa if the user feedback is negative the no of visiting person
has been dwindled. If there are no reviews no of visitors follows
the same pattern up to the observation of new trend. and
moreover, due to the popularity and fame of airbnb it is
necessary to check out the trending booking instantly.

experience thrive to discover an interesting trending spaces to
lead to an end to end travel and hotel booking movement.
Each collected data is represented in the form of RDF triples.
In this work, used the framework where the pre-processor is
applied to the raw sentences which make it more appropriate to
understand RDF Triples. It is a generic way for modelling of
information in web resources mainly used in knowledge
application process.it precisely defines a binary relationship
between two resources called subject and predicate well
identified by URL s.

It is surprise to learn the latest trend and predictions on the
global scale to manage the listing to offer tip top customer
service.The customer rating and reviews are the key to promote
to retain more guests to grow more over and over.
Approximately 150 million users across 190 countries has been
attracted that shows an authentic and affordability to make right
decisions to reveal interesting trends. The customer with travel

The data sample of mentioned dataset in the proposed work
details the review set of customers. The comparative trend
analysis using different optimization gives detailed insight
about the working nature of optimization in given dataset. The
result is useful in turning the knowledge into decision. The
following are the obtained sentiment trends by the Ant Colony
Optimization and Grey Wolf Optimization.
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Fig 2 Sentiment Analysis by Ant Colony Optimization

Fig 3 Sentiment Analysis using Grey Wolf Optimization

Overall Sentiment scores are found out from word cloud. The
following figure 4 shows some of the examples of user’s
emotions. Word Cloud is nothing group of words in an
electronic image used in particular series of electronic text.
Each word is of different size in such a way how frequently they
are used in the text. From the given word cloud, we can analyze
how many positive words, negative words and neutral words
written by the user, shown in Figure 4. Word clouds stresses the

most important concepts within text by making the most
frequently used words larger fonts than less frequently used
words in smaller fonts. The arrangement of words is not of much
importance. Therefore, no sentiment is linked with the particular
color. Sentiment analysis is necessary for understanding the
context behind a word cloud. Following figure 4 is the word
cloud that is taken for analyzing in this experiment.
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Fig 4. Word Cloud representation for the Obtained Sentiment Score

In the figure 3 Red line indicates mean swing of the sentiment
scores over the period of time. Blue line indicates obtained
sentiment scores for the posts written at a particular time. Green
line indicates sentiment trend changes with respect to emotions
change in the user. During the period of the Jan 2016 to Jan 2017
the no of posts is written minimum. But even though the sudden
drop in the obtained scores was found exactly by proposed
method and drop in sentiment trend analysis. The score zero
indicates neutral. If the obtained sentiment score has positive
scores then the emotions said to be positive and if the obtained
sentiment score negative scores then the emotions said to be
negative. Over all the emotions of the user is always positive and
slightly negative at some times. Sentiment trend analysis is a
straight line on positive axis which means that user almost is
positive and goes slightly down when the obtained scores is
negative at times. By having a close look of figure 2 and 3
around July 2018 the green color curve which depicts the
sentiment analysis is almost flat in the figure 2 Ant Colony
Optimization but those variations by obtained scores are very
rapidly followed by the followed by variations in sentiment
trend analysis in figure 3 by grey wolf optimization and after
that downwards trend is followed by ant colony optimization in
figure 2 and not able to pick up increase in obtained scores but
grey wolf optimizations algorithm does that to perfection and in
a faster manner in figure 3. From this we can understand that
convergence rate of grey wolf optimization technique is faster
than ant colony optimization algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION
Sentiment trend analysis method using GWO algorithms. Here,
user generated social data are collected in the form of RDF
triples and then to digitize the amassed RDF triples, GWO
algorithm are used. By using the proposed equations in GWO
algorithm, position values are computed to extract trends of the
user’s sentiments. Then, user’s overall sentiment score is
computed with the computed position values and sentiment
scores obtained from Opinion Lexicon. Finally, the trend of

user’s sentiments is analyzed by time. Since Grey wolf
Algorithm is meta heuristic and exploits the leadership and
hunting abilities of wolves it performs the search techniques
better than the ant colony optimization algorithm. More over ant
colony algorithm uses changes in probabilistic distribution
change at every iteration and we cannot estimate the
convergence time of ant colony optimization. The above
disadvantages were overcome by grey wolf algorithm since also
the limitation is rectified in proposed grey wolf optimizer in
which the grey wolves have natural leadership mechanism.
Further, this algorithm has only few input parameters and easy
to implement, which makes it superior than earlier ones. For the
verification of the proposed method, experiments are conducted.
Also, to analyze the performance of this proposed system
comparison is made with ACO algorithm.
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